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Recap of Patient Protection Commission (PPC) Charge (1 of 3)

▪ The PPC was created in 2019 by SB 544 and charged with:

– “systematically [reviewing] issues related to the health care needs of residents 

of this State and the quality, accessibility and affordability of health care, 

including, without limitation, prescription drugs…”

– “making recommendations to the Governor, the Legislature, the Department of 

Health and Human Services, local health authorities and any other person or 

governmental entity to increase the quality, accessibility and affordability of 

health care in this State”
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Recap of Patient Protection Commission (PPC) Charge (2 of 3)

▪ Governor Sisolak’s March 8, 2021 letter to the PPC requested:

– “the assistance of this commission to join Director Cholhagian in our state’s 

participation in [the Peterson-Milbank Program for Sustainable Health Care 

Costs] and seek your recommendations to: 

1) Develop a statewide health care cost growth benchmark; 

2) Calculate and analyze statewide health care cost growth; and

3) Analyze drivers of health care cost growth.”
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Recap of Patient Protection Commission (PPC) Charge (3 of 3)

▪ The PPC’s charge was modified in May 2021 by AB 348, adding the 

following:

– “designates the Patient Protection Commission as the sole state agency 

responsible for administering and coordinating matters relating to the 

participation of this State in the [Peterson-Milbank] Program.”

– Requires the Commission to:

1) establish a plan to increase access by patients to their medical records 

and provide for the interoperability of medical records between providers 

of health care; and

2) make certain recommendations to the Director and the Legislature 

concerning the use and availability of data relating to health care. 
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Recap of Preliminary PPC Recommendations (1 of 4)

1. Total Health Care Expenditures (THCE) should be defined as 

the allowed amount of claims-based spending from payer to 

provider, all non-claims-based spending from payer to provider, 

all member cost-sharing, and the net cost of private health 

insurance.

2. Total Medical Expenses (TME) should be:

– defined as THCE, less the net cost of private health insurance

– reported net of pharmacy rebates
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Recap of Preliminary PPC Recommendations (2 of 4)

3. The following sources of coverage should be included: 
– Medicare (Traditional and Medicare Advantage)

– Medicaid (fee-for-service and managed care)

– Commercial (fully- and self-insured)

– Veterans Health Administration

– State Correctional Health System

– Indian Health Service
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Feedback from the Advisory Subcommittee: 

• One member noted that many correctional facilities are not state facilities, so they recommended 

that if the PPC is to include correctional health spending it should incorporate state and local 

government health care spend in correctional jail systems, including both adults and juveniles.

• One member recommended that if the non-Medicaid Indian Health Service spending makes up a 

small percentage of spending, it may not be worth the administrative overhead to capture.

• One member reminded the PPC about O’Callaghan, the military base hospital that plans to begin 

serving the general population.



Recap of Preliminary PPC Recommendations (3 of 4)

4. Spending incurred for the following people should be included:

– State residents with in-state providers 

– State residents with out-of-state providers 

– Out-of-state residents with in-state providers

5. The health care cost growth benchmark should be tied to Gross 

State Product (GSP) and Median Wage.
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Feedback from Advisory Subcommittee: 
• There was general agreement to NOT include spending for out-of-state residents with 

in-state providers.

Feedback from Advisory Subcommittee: 
• Two members recommended considering CPI as an indicator because the state 

budget is linked to CPI.



Recap of Preliminary PPC Recommendations (4 of 4)

6. As of its last meeting the PPC was undecided on the use of 

historical or forecasted values of selected economic indicators to 

derive benchmark values.
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Feedback from Advisory Subcommittee: 

• One member recommended using historical rather than forecasted values, because 

forecasted values take into account historical values.

• One member recommended looking into whether Nevada has forecasted values 

available and determining how confident the statisticians who are producing them are 

in the forecasted values.



Updates Since the Last PPC Meeting (5/19)

▪ Through passage of Nevada Assembly Bill 348 (signed by Governor 

Sisolak on May 28), the PPC’s membership was immediately modified 

and required new gubernatorial appointments. To date: 9 appointments 

have been made, 3 remain.

▪ There has not been a PPC meeting since May 19th.

▪ Governor Sisolak remains committed to addressing the rising costs of 

health care for Nevada residents and is preparing to issue an 

Executive Order establishing a cost growth benchmark value that will 

help address this issue.

▪ Sara Cholhagian is stepping down from her position, effective 

November 2, 2021. Recruitment has begun to identify her replacement.
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New Voting Members Appointed by Governor (1 of 2)

Two members who are persons with expertise and experience in advocating on behalf of patients.

1. Dr. Tony Slonim

2. (Vacant)

One member who is a provider of health care who operates a for-profit business to provide health care. 

3. Dr. Ikram Khan (Chair)

One member who is a registered nurse who practices primarily at a nonprofit hospital.

4. Mrs. Yarleny Roa-Dugan

One member who is a physician or registered nurse who practices primarily at a federally-qualified health 

center.

5. (Vacant)

One member who is a pharmacist at a pharmacy not affiliated with any chain of pharmacies or a person 

who has expertise and experience in advocating on behalf of patients. 

6. Dr. Beth Slamowitz

One member who represents a nonprofit public hospital that is located in the county of this State that 

spends the largest amount of money on hospital care for indigent persons pursuant to chapter 428 of NRS.

7. Mr. William Mason Van Houweling
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New Voting Members Appointed by Governor (2 of 2)

One member who represents the private nonprofit health insurer with the highest percentage of 

insureds in this State who are adversely impacted by social determinants of health.

8. Ms. Bobbette Bond

One member who has expertise and experience in advocating for persons who are not covered by a 

policy of health insurance. 

9. Dr. Tiffany Tyler-Garner

One member who has expertise and experience in advocating for persons with special health care 

needs and has education and experience in health care.

10. Mr. Tyler Winkler

One member who is an employee or a consultant of Department of Health and Human Services with 

expertise in health information technology and patient access to medical records. 

11. Mrs. Sandra Ruybalid

One member who is a representative of the general public. 

12. (Vacant)
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Recommendations for the PPC to Make Prior to and After the 
Governor’s Executive Order

Recommendations to Make Prior to Executive Order

1. Benchmark value(s)

2. Number of years for which the benchmark value(s) will be set

Recommendations to Make After Executive Order is Issued

1. How to report performance against the benchmark value, including:

• Statistical testing & use of confidence intervals

• Treatment of high-cost outliers

• Risk adjustment

2. How the data use strategy should be used to identify cost growth 

drivers

3. How to identify and prioritize cost growth mitigation strategies
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Cost Growth Benchmark Values in Other States

State Cost Growth Benchmark

Massachusetts
3.6% for 2013-2017

3.1% for 2018-2022

Delaware

3.8% for 2019

3.5% for 2020

3.25% for 2021

3.0% for 2022-2023

Rhode Island 3.2% for 2019-2022

Oregon
3.4% for 2021-2025

3.0% for 2026-2030

Connecticut
3.4% for 2021

3.2% for 2022

2.9% for 2023-2025

Washington
3.2% for 2022-2023

3.0% for 2024-2025

2.8% for 2026 
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Modeled Benchmark Values

The PPC and Advisory Subcommittee expressed interest in using 

the following economic indicators to calculate a benchmark value:

1. Gross State Product (GSP) 

2. Median Wage

3. Consumer Price Index (CPI-U)
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Weighted Economic Indicators: Four Scenarios Resulting Value*

1 Median Wage (weighted 80%) + GSP (weighted 20%) 2.37%

2 Median Wage (weighted 50%) + GSP (weighted 50%) 2.78%

3 Median Wage (weighted 20%) + GSP (weighted 80%) 3.19%

4 Median Wage (weighted 50%) + CPI-U, West (weighted 50%) 2.16%

* Values calculated with forecasted data



Feedback from the Advisory Subcommittee

Multiple suggestions were offered. There was no consensus opinion on a specific 

value but general agreement to use a weighted methodology of median wage 

and GSP. There was no consensus on the inclusion of CPI-U.

1. 4.2% for two years, and then 3.2% for two years

2. 3.2 - 4.0% for five years, using a step-down approach over time

3. 80/20 blend of Median Wage/GSP (2.37%) for a minimum of five years, without a 

step-down approach

Additional expressed perspectives:

▪ One member recommended a step-down approach, starting with a higher value, due 

to legislative changes and continued COVID-19 response. They also recommended 

reevaluating when NV’s public option offering begins.

▪ Two members advocated against a step-down approach, noting that there are no 

penalties for exceeding the benchmark.

▪ Two members expressed concern about the pandemic driving up hospital spending 

due to pent-up demand and increasing workforce costs. 18



Discussion: Nevada’s Cost Growth Benchmark Value

1. What should be the benchmark value(s) and for how 

many years should the cost growth benchmark(s) be 

set?

2. What is the supporting rationale for your 

recommendation?

Please note that we are not asking for a consensus 

recommendation. We will summarize the feedback 

and/or range of opinions we receive.
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Next Steps

➢ PPC recommendations will be shared with the Governor prior to his 

issuance of an Executive Order.

➢ The PPC and Advisory Subcommittee will resume monthly meetings 

in January. Upcoming meetings will focus on developing 

recommendations on:

▪ Measuring & reporting performance against the benchmark

▪ Implementing a data use strategy to identify drivers of cost growth

▪ How to identify and prioritize cost growth mitigation strategies
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